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INTRODUCTION
The New York Farm Cost Account Project is a research project which is a 
part of the Cornell Agricultural Management Information System (CAMIS). Since 
191^ data have been published from detailed enterprise records kept by New York 
farmers in cooperation with the Department of Agricultural Economics at Cornell 
University. These publications provide College and field staff as well as 
farmers and others interested in agriculture with a continuous record of 
economic changes taking place on New York farms.
The farms are located in most of the farming areas of the State, They are 
generally well-managed, full-time, commercial farm businesses. They are repre­
sentative of the "better” farms in New York.
The reports present the results of individual enterprises and the averages 
of the enterprise costs and returns for all farms. They show not only the aver­
ages of cost and returns but also indications of the variations and reasons for 
them. The factors for individual enterprises are arranged according to size of 
enterprise. The annual averages of the various factors are not averages of 
average costs but are weighted by the size of the enterprise.
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2VALUE OF N.Y. FARM REAL ESTATE, DAIRY COWS & MACHINERY 
Prices I97V 1978
Price changes affect the inventory values on New York dairy farms. Real 
estate and machinery prices have risen steadily during the past five years.
Dairy cow prices peaked in January 1974 but dropped sharply during the year, 
rose gradually during 1975, 1976 and 1977 and then jumped 39 percent in 1978. 
Dairy cow prices continued upward in 1979 and were reported at $1,000 for April, 
or 45 percent above the December 1978 price. From 1967 to 1978, real estate 
values increased 239 percent, machinery prices 176 percent, and dairy cows 
123 percent.
Table 1. REPORTED VALUES OF DAIRY FARM INVENTORY ITEMS, 1974-1978
Year*
N.Y. Dairy Cows Machinery N.Y. Farm Real Estate
Value/Head 1967=100 1967=100 Value/Acre 1967=100
1974 (Dec.) $435 140 (Dec.) $185 (Nov.) $472 254
1975 (Dec.) 450 145 (Dec.) 222 (Nov.) 543 294
1976 (Dec.) 485 156 (Dec.) 233 (Nov.) 562 304
1977 (Dec.) 495 160 (Dec.) 253 (Nov.) 593 320
1978 (Dec.) 690 223 (Dec.) 276 (Nov.) 629 339
Percent change:
1974 to 1975 + 4% +20% +16%
1975 to 1976 + 8% + 5% + 3%
1976 to 1977 + 3% + 9% + 5%
1977 to 1978 +39% + 9% + 6%
* Latest figure reported for year, i .e., November for real estate.
3PRICES RECEIVED AND PAID BY N.Y. DAIRY FARMERS, 1970-19T8
The relationship of prices received to prices paid determines the general 
level of farm incomes . The graph above shows the trend in prices since 1970 
for milk* cull cows* and the index of prices paid by New York dairy farmers. 
Since 1971, milk prices have lagged behind all prices paid. Milk and slaughter 
cow prices dropped slightly in 1977 then rose sharply in 1978. In 1978, prices 
paid rose 5 percent, milk 8 percent, and slaughter cows 42 percent. The price 
situation for dairy farmers was more favorable in 1978 than in 1977.
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100 January $ 9.82
1970 5.89 20.70 112 February 9.87
1971 6.02 21.20 120 March 9 .65
1972 6.25 24.48 126 April 9.60
1973 7.30 32.80 146 May 9 .55 9.601974 8.24 27.40 172 June





1976 9.71 25.57 200 September 11.12
1977 9.61 25.09 210 October 11.45
1978 10.38 35.58 221 November 11.54
December 11.42
kPRICES PAID BY FARMERS FOR SELECTED ITEMS, 1971-1978
Since 1972, all prices paid by New York dairy farmers have risen but some 
more than others. Fertilizer and motor fuel prices jumped sharply in 1974 and 
1975, then fertilizer dropped in 1976. Feed and fertilizer have held relatively 
steady since 1976, while wages, fuel, and taxes have continued to rise. Fuel, 
wages and taxes have more than doubled since 1967 (table 3).
Table 3. PRICES PAID BY FARMERS FOR SELECTED ITEMS, 1972-■1978
Index 1967“100
Year Feed Fertilizer Fuel Wages Taxes
1972 112 94 108 140 142
1973 157 102 116 150 146
1974 185 167 159 160 154
1975 177 217 177 180 166
1976 192 185 187 199 176
1977 194 182 203 212 195
1978 186 180 211 229 210
Percent increase:
1972 to 1978 (av.) 11% 15% 16% 11% 8%
1976 to 1977 1% -2% 9% 7% 11%
1977 to 1978 -4% -1% 4% 8% 8%
SOURCE: U.S.D.A. - Agricultural Prices.
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Growing Conditions
Table 1. TEMPERATURE, PRECIPITATION AND GROWING SEASON









191+1-70 1978 191*1-70 1978 191*1-70 1978 191*7-67 1978
degrees inches days
Albany 65.7 63.5 15.1* 15.5 33.1* 33.5 — ll*5
Alfred 6l.8 61.3 17.2 15.1* 36.7 35.7 125 1U5
Aurora 61*. 6 63.7 13.8 16.7 1*0.0 35.0 160 166
Batavia 6H.1 65.3 15.3 13.9 32.6 30,3 15I* 158
Binghamton 63.3 63.7 17*9 11+.7 37-1* 3k.3 15l+ 161
Canton 63.0 62.0 I6.5 lU.O 31+.5 31-7 127 129
Glens Falls —— - 63.6 17.8 22.3 39.3 1*1*. 0 — 129
Ithaca 63.8 .62.1* 17.2 13.1 3I+.8 32.0 ll*5 1U5
Lowville 62.5 62.6 16.5 li*.3 38.5 38.7 123 129
Utica 63.5 6k. 7 18.1 l6.it 1*0.6 36.9 157 ll*5
* Days between the last temperature of 32 degrees in the spring and thet first in the
fall.
Source: Climatological Data, NOAA, Environmental Data Service, Annual Summary* New
York, 1978, Vol. 90, Nc». 13.
Weather is a factor to be considered when studying a farm business for a specific
year. The growing conditions have a marked effect on the crops for that, year. It is
for this reason that data, are presented on the growing conditions for 1978 and for the
period 191+1-70.
Average temperatures during the May through September growing season were about
normal in 1978. Most weather stations indicated a longer than,normal growing season.
Rainfall for the growing season tended to be below normal in most areas especially
during the first half or planting season. More normal rainfall well dispersed
throughout the fall along with an abnormally long season resulted in as ideal a
harvesting season in 1978 as one could special order.
Data are presented for ten weather stations. Rainfall is reported by months for
the growing season (Table 2).
Table 2. GROWING SEASON RAINFALL
Selected Stations, 191*1-70 and 1978
May June July August September
Station 19^1-70 1978 191*1-70 1978 191*1-70 1978 191*1-70 1978 191*1-70 1978
inches
Albany 3.32 1.96 3.00 It.60 3.12 1+.01* 2.87 3.06 3.12 1.87
Alfred 3.76 3.81 3.76 2.3l* 3.73 2.83 3.00 3.85 2.93 2.52
Aurora 2.98 2.18 2.5l* k .k l '3.03 1.85 2.81 It.68 2.1+6 3.55
Batavia 3.17 2.67 2.69 1.81* 3.05 2.23 3.50 2.57 2.87 It. 62
Binghamton 3.83 2.55 3.59 3.85 3.83 2.5U 3.6l l+.6l 3.02 1.16
Canton 3.37 1.88 2.91 2.97 3.1*3 1.73 3.1+7 5.11 3.31 . 2.28
Glens Falls 3.63 2.57 3.77 7.60 3.68 1+.92 3.1*2 1*. 39 3.31 2.79
Ithaca 3.55 1.91 3.1+0 2.61* 3.67 2.33 3.1+9 1+.25 3.08 1.91+
Lowville 3.1+2 2.27 2.91+ 2.55 . 3.26 2.27 3.58 2.91+ 3.31 U.23
Utica 3.52 1.86 3.55 u. 59 U.17 3.16 3.51+ 2.22 3.32 U.6l
Source: Climatological Data,
York, 1978, Vol. 90,
NOAA, Environmental Data 
No. 13.
Service, Annual Summary, New
6YIELDS FOR CROPS AND LIVESTOCK 









Hay tons 1.9 2.2 2.0 2.1 2.2
Corn silage tons 11 lU 13.0 13.0 12.3
Corn grain bu. 57 85 80 79 92
Oats bu. 52 60 53 59 66
Wheat bu. 32 39 39 35 30
Milk per cow lbs. 7,9ll* 10,361 11,190 11,360 15,051
^Source: Crop Production, 1973 Annual Summary; Crop Reporting Board, U.S.D.A.
NY Economic Handbook, 1979; Department of Agricultural Economics, Cornell 
University, Ithaca, N.Y.; A.E. Ext. 78-37, December, 1978.
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Forage:
Hay 19 76 2.* 2 tn 5 3.31 0.9if -8 -569
Hay crop silage 17 137 if.9 tn if -2.52 0.79 -31 -if ,290
Corn silage 20 123 12.3 tn 5 k.k6 0.98 -5 -566
Grain:
Corn for grain 8 153 92 bu 3 0.00 0.92 -17 -2,721
High moist, corn 12 119 3*5 tn if 6.98 1.0k 8 1,005
Oats 9 ^5 66 bu 3 -3.92 0.77 -25 -1,118
Wheat 10 hz 30 bu if -if. 11 0.75 -36 -1,520
Fruit:
Apples 12 108 529 bu 88 7.61 1.19 200 21,553
Sweet cherries 5 17 h ,937 lb 95 7 .U5 1.29 268 U.567
Red tart cherries 8 32 5,715 lb h i if 3.59 3.if3 1,912 60,880
* To grow and harvest the crop.
7t ENTERPRISE RATES OF RETURN 
FARM COST ACCOUNT RECORDS, 1975-78
Return. per hour of labor Return per dollar of cost
Enterprise 1975 1976 1977 1978 1975 1976 1977 1978
$ $ $ $ $ ¥ 1 *
Livestock:
Dairy cows 6.29 6.73 5.07 9-01 1.09 1.10 1.03 1.13
Forage:
Hay 5-36 1+.90 5.15 3* 31 1 .1 1 1.05 1.05 0.9*t
Hay crop silage 9.U8 6.79 3.19 -2.52 1.19 1.09 O .96 0.79
Corn silage 7.92 5.10 6.73 k.k6 1 .1 1 1.03 1.07 0.98
Grain:
Corn for grain 5.02 -0.32 -0.99' 0.00 1.02 0.91 0.87 0.92
High moisture corn 12.52 5.80 7.10 6.98 1.16 l.oH 1.07 1.0k
Oats 5.16 -3.W -17.76 -3.92 1.06 0.80 0.5U 0.77
Wheat 19.13 -0.23 -2.13 -U.ll 1.3U 0.88 0.8U 0.75
Fruit:
Apples 1.15 8.63 8.72 7.61 0.72 1.33 1.36 1.19
Sweet cherries k.6k -0.9-8 7.32 7.45 1.15 0.59 1.23 1.29
Red tart cherries U.85 21.18 17.71 43.59 1.06 1.91 1,61* 3.U3
8FACTORS FROM 162 TRACTOR ENTERPRISES
25 COST ACCOUNT FARMS, 1978
(ARRANGED BY HOURS OF USE PER TRACTOR)
AVG - A N N U L  G U I  P£R.-IEACIQR____ GL OF HR OF AVG
VALUE REPAIRS FUEL USE COST /
FARM PER AND ALL TOTAL PER PER HR OF
-ISACICB- _££££££__LABOR._£UEI___CIH£E__CQSI.— HOUR.— IBAGIQB_,_UE__
$ $ $ $ $ $ GL HR $
CUSS._l_IE&£IQB5i_12_r_12. £IQ_H£ j.__-S-IEALICES- IN«_E_1LNIEREEISLS:
848 450 0 148 149 63 360 1.0 275 ■ 1.31
832 300 0 195 70 68 333 1-4 87 3.83
858 950 0 155 51 86 292 1-1 87 3.36
CLASS.-Z-IEACIQES z_24-PIQ _HP .24_IB.££IQE£_IN. ENILREEISESl___
862 3,500 0 6 345 328 679 1.2 625 1.09
804 400 0 269 248 144 661 0.8 580 1.14
836 400 0 399 106 51 556 0.8 272 2.04
105 500 0 85 107 101 293 0.9 223 1.31
827 365 0 324 185 73 582 2.1 202 2.88
812 1,100 0 20 2 100 136 438 1.1 190 2.30
828 1,170 23 3 40 5 98 227 963 1.3 145 6.64
834 400 0 40 0 81 96 577 1.3 130 4.43
858 1 ,200 0 10 2 77 111 290 1.4 108 2.69
822 500 0 418 91 145 654 1.9 89 7.35
812 500 0 24 87 47 158 2.7 6 6 2.39
858 900 0 106 38 91 235 1.3 58 4.05
105 1,800 0 44 46 200 290 1.7 52 5.58
804 500 0 92 10 48 150 0.6 33 4. 50
9FACTORS FROM 162 TRACTOR ENTERPRISES
25 COST ACCOUNT FARMS, 1978




















$ $ $ $ $ $ GL HR $
-2-IEA£IQaJSi-25-=:_.£2-£IQ._HEx_52_IEACIQE£_.I H  44 EEIEEERIEEE*
105 590 181 1,029 461 149 1,820 0.5 1,615 1.13
802 6,516 33 2,23 5 550 690 3,508 0.7 1,598 2.20
835 3,000 0 250 412 496 1, 158 0.9 915 1.27
830 2,400 0 342 993 191 1,526 2.2 897 1.70
830 4,000 0 40 5 545 404 1,354 1.1 895 1.51
105 1,500 0 2,095 426 2 29 2,750 1.2 695 3.96
802 5,625 250 2,980 680 493 4,403 2.2 670 6.57
832 3,000 0 1,633 506 475 2,614 1.6 599 4.36
862 5 ,7 CO 0 223 199 500 922 0.7 570 1.62
862 9,000 0 100 281 753 1,134 1.1 543 2.09
804 2,250 1,250 0 638 503 2,391 2.2 540 4.43
822 5,000 0 649 127 529 1,305 0.5 535 2.44
105 1,500 0 1,352 552 2 43 2,147 2.0 527 4. 07
802 4,597 194 504 736 456 1,890 3.0 526 3.59
830 600 0 1,662 855 156 2,673 3.2 523 5.11
802 3,540 79 379 406 248 1,212 2.0 431 2.81
108 2,033 0 352 465 236 1,053 2.2 423 2.49
105 1 ,300 0 1 ,419 395 227 2,041 1.8 411 4.97
802 3,138 94 225 413 288 1,020 2. 1 408 2.50
828 4,582 164 1,098 172 480 1,914 0. 8 384 4. 98
821 650 0 550 239 61 850 1.3 381 2.23
840 3,000 0 56 559 238 853 2.6 349 2.44
827 1,021 14 74 7 345 154 1,260 2.3 341 3.70
832 1,976 352 951 250 264 1,817 1.4 318 5.71
146 1,600 0 208 494 132 834 2.9 314 2.66
802 4,260 52 0 982 141 363 2,006 0.9 311 6.45
108 1,500 0 44 181 169 394 1.2 299 1.32
130 1,250 100 250 239 231 820 2.0 260 3.15
806 1,200 0 544 382 154 1,080 3. 1 260 4.15
830 3,000 0 534 152 2 94 980 1.2 259 3.78
840 4,500 0 922 216 570 1,708 1.6 249 6. 86
802 388 25 137 160 93 415 1.4 238 1.74
812 1,100 200 1,040 279 169 1,688 2.5 229 7.37
146 1,300 0 0 238 148 386 2.1 210 1.84
146 1,100 0 824 254 168 1,246 2.6 180 6.92
146 1,500 0 388 153 154 695 1.7 164 4. 24
848 2,367 0 626 116 225 967 1.3 159 6. 08
858 2,000 0 65 ' 166 178 409 2.2 150 2.73
146 2 ,000 0 80 150 199 429 2.0 142 3.02
862 800 0 32 232 723 987 3.5 140 7.05
862 1,810 25 1,895 259 203 2,382 4. 2 133 17.97
806 2,000 0 1,189 92 241 1,522 1.7 105 14. 50
840 1,500 0 130 117 120 367 2.5 76 4.83
824 2,138 2 4- 298 39 232 545 1.3 59 9. 28
FACTORS FROM 162 TRACTOR ENTERPRISES
25 COST ACCOUNT FARMS, 1978
(ARRANGED BY HOURS OF USE PER TRACTOR)
AVG ANNUAL CQSI PEE-IEACIQR____ GL OF HR OF AVG
VALUE REPAIRS FUEL USE COST /
FARM PER AND ALL TOTAL PER PER HR OF
_IRA£IQ£_ -DEEB££.__U E Q R __.EU£L__QIH£R.„  CUSI-_HQUE_ .IEACIQE-._US£__
$ $ $ $ $ $ GL HR $
C U S S U.IEACIQES =_U_£IQ. H P * ™ 32 IRACIQRS L h 1 32 £NIER££1S£S1
834 5,503 6 3,036 779 588 4,409 1.7 900 4.90
804 3,803 605 404 715 327 2,051 1.6 828 2.48
804 8,750 500 1,259 365 811 2,93 5 0.8 816 3.60
835 4,800 0 299 379 533 1,211 0.9 793 1.53
806 6,000 500 930 716 606 2,752 2.4 618 4.45
822 7,128 256 1,847 305 663 3,071 1.0 583 5.27
802 5,017 34 1,111 932 521 2,598 3.6 555 4.68
828 5,750 500 153 314 568 1,535 1.1 536 2.86
112 1,900 200 1,055 372 266 1,893 1.4 532 3.56
112 6,500 1 ,000 1,394 372 634 3,400 1.4 528 6.44
108 4,000 0 43 2 561 368 1,361 2.2 526 2.59
812 4,050 100 431 234 423 1, 188 1.0 482 2.46
827 2,67 5 0 1,198 582 278 2,058 2.8 46 5 4.42
848 5,062 147 347 205 519 1,218 0. 8 450 2.71
832 8,200 0 1,842 329 771 2,942 1.4 450 6.54
105 1,400 0 670 475 221 1,366 2.1 440 3.10
821 3,250 500 74 447 256 1,277 2.1 434 2.94
806 8,000 0 1,464 295 6 69 2,428 1.4 410 5.92
130 4,250 500 491 449 551 1,991 2.1 408 4.88
; 828 3,625 250 317 314 459 1,340 1.5 394 3.40
840 4,000 0 1,015 405 343 1,763 1.9 3 94 4.48
834 2,200 0 1 ,448 460 301 2,209 2.9 350 6.31
108 3,000 0 139 267 305 711 1.8 307 2.32
858 5,000 0 182 678 456 1,316 4.5 29 6 4.45
821 2,200 0 121 281 219 621 1.9 291 2.13
824 3,233 0 259 104 274 637 0.7 284 2.24
858 4,000 0 505 448 329 1,282 3.5 249 5.15
832 6,610 29 1,730 254 677 2,690 2.3 211 12.72
836 4,000 0 522 230 353 1,105 2.4 209 5.28
112 1,900 286 581 389 301 1,557 3.9 200 7.79
832 9,750 500 90 116 325 1,031 1.2 182 5.66
843 2,0 CO 0 164 47 209 420 2.6 29 14.48
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FACTORS FROM 162 TRACTOR ENTERPRISES
25 COST ACCOUNT FARMS, 1978
(ARRANGED BY HOURS OF USE PER TRACTOR)
AVG _____ ANL!UAL_CQSI_P£R -IEACIQS____ GL OF HR OF AVG
VALUE REPAIRS FUEL USE COST .
FARM PER AND ALL TOTAL PER PER HR OF
_NQ___.IEA£I££__££££££--LABOR- _£UEL_ _CIt!£R __CQSI.__dOUE_ -IRACIQE-._£!££_.
$ $ $ $ $ $ GL HR $
CLASS-.5-IEA£IQES*_^_z:_£9_EIQ_H£i__ IZ-IEACI2ES-.IN 1Z £NI£R£EISE£:_ .
112 12,250 1,500 331 1,215 1020 4,066 2.3 1,041 3.91
804 3,600 0 1,851 1,290 532 3,673 2.7 891 4.12
830 6,000 0 1,53 0 679 6 64 2,873 1.8 704 4.08
82 7 2,7 CO 0 973 984 3 72 2,329 3.5 644 3.62
127 6,500 0 894 586 6 36 2, 116 1.8 618 3.42
812 8,200 0 1,23 2 447 802 2,481 1.6 558 4.45
828 15,500 1,000 93 253 1375 -2,721 0.9 510 5.34
848 11,500 1,000 48 0 428 950 2,858 1.6 496 5.76
834 4,000 0 2,629 874 523 4,026 3.9 490 8.22
843 8,000 0 430 425 804 1,659 2.1 384 4.32
824 7,550 100 150 240 609 1,099 1.3 344 3.19
836 5,000 0 1,397 228 432 2,057 2.1 230 8.94
£LASa_£_IRA£IQRSi_SQ_rll4-EIQ_b[RJ..„12__IEA£IQRS-iN_l&_£NI£RPRI£££!___
834 6,750 500 2,094 1, 558 764 4,916 1.9 1,600 3.07
806 9,000 0 62 7 1,257 816 2,700 2.0 1,248 2.16
804 6,500 0 1,979 1,332 696 4,007 3.0 828 4.84
105 7,5 CO 0 1,320 579 726 2,62 5 1.4 765 3.43
821 6,650 300 423 938 514 2,175 2.5 708 3.07
830 17,000 0 1,322 813 1497 3,632 2.2 698 5.20
824 8,600 400 123 522 708 1,753 1.4 688 2.55
105 4,000 0 729 1, 125 459 2,313 3. 1 6 86 3.37
834 7,500 1,000 1,619 736 823 4, 178 2.8 575 7.27
836 10,125 250 611 46 8 845 2,174 1.7 544 4.00
827 5,267 0 1,055 863 558 2,476 4.1 485 5. 10
835 9,SCO 1,000 419 677 882 2,978 2.8 472 6.31
812 6,600 0 48 2 523 789 1,794 2.3 457 3.93
821 17,SCO 1,000 380 575 1329 3,284 2.5 440 7.46
843 8,000 0 98 7 425 799 2,211 2.1 377 5.86
858 9,000 0 627 586 7 54 1,967 4.3 258 7.62
£LASS-Z_IEA£IGES.i.llS_-13it_£IQ_H£jL_i2_IEA£IQ£3_IN__B-.ENIEEEBlS££l.___
806 9,000 0 1, 163 1, 527 816 3,506 2.4 1,243 2.82
827 8,800 200 2,65 7 1,216 1005 5,078 3.6 788 6.45
812 22,620 640 1 , 130 1,191 2180 5,141 4.3 556 9.25
127 15,950 100 1 , 107 590 1220 3,017 2.3 470 6.42
836 13,500 0 145 697 1108 1,950 3.0 46 7 4.18
835 14,229 458 729 662 1094 2,943 3.0 422 6.97
828 12,000 0 195 620 1120 1,935 3.5 330 5.86
130 23,900 1,800 170 580 2089 4,63 9 3.8 292 15.89
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FACTORS FROM 162 TRACTOR ENTERPRISES
25 COST ACCOUNT FARMS, 1978
(ARRANGED BY HOURS OF USE PER TRACTOR)
AVG _____ ANNUA!__LQS.I_RER_IRAQIQ£____ GL OF HR OF AVG
VALUE REPAIRS FUEL USE COST .
FARM PER AND ALL TOTAL PER PER HR OF
_NQ___.IEACIOB-_££££££_— LABOR__FU£j___QId££_._CORI_-HOUR--IRACIQR._U££_
$ $ $ $ $ $ GL HR $
£LA££_.£_IRA CIQEixQVEE..13A_PI0.tlPj.__ _IBALIUR£_lN__£_£NI£R£SI£££l___
834 17,375 833 2,298 1,939 1830 6,900 3.2 1,172 5.89
105 10,617 235 1,788 1,245 897 4, 165 2.7 884 4.71
827 10,000 0 3,247 1,804 1029 6,080 7.4 558 10.90
848 28,500 .1,333 1,167 1,707 2305 6,512 6.0 534 12.19
824 19,750 500 227 789 1598 3, 114 3.3 455 6. 84
£LASa_lU-IR^£IQE5_z-£QUE_WH££L_0EIV£x___£_IRAQIQR£_IN__5_£NI£RE£l££.£l
834 32,500 5,000 1,593 1,745 2887 11,225 3.7 905 12.40
840 36,200 6,400 193 1,427 2 849 10,869 2.9 900 12.08
827 39,SCO 3,000 238 3, 174 3225 9,637 9.5 770 12.52
824 28,500 0 1,411 1,484 2372 5,267 5.6 502 10.49
827 13,000 0 3,293 2, 103 1384 6,780 10.7 454 14.93
BACKUPS TRACTORS-7 TRACTORS IN 7 ENTERPRISES:
834 11,500 1,000 4,245 1,371 1189 7,805 2.2 1,230 6.3 5
830 17,000 0 636 ; 470 1379 2,485 1.0 834 2.9 8
840 16,500 3,000 767 351 1285 5,403 1.6 414 13.05
827 10,500 1,000 5,554 1, 14 A 1024 8,722 10.8 244 35.75
827 14,500 1,000 1,144 204 1222 3,570 2.7 173 20.64
824 8,7C0 200 616 123 841 1,780 1.8 131 13.59
848 3,100 286 587 39 319 1,231 1.9 37 33.12
E!<lD-iI££R_i£AQ£EEi___£_IRACIQR£_IN__£_ENIER£RX.£££l_____________________
824 9,750 500 610 409 8 15 2,334 0.7 1,098 2.13
834 9,500 1,000 875 46 7 842 3,184 0. 9 1,000 3.18
321 2,500 1,000 765 466 200 2,431 2.3 404 6.02
834 3,512 650 2,89 5 207 401 4, 153 1.5 300 13. 84
130 2,150 300 250 117 243 910 2.4 105 8.67
824 2,325 50 80 36 205 371 0.8 88 4.22
£QRRUEI_IRALIQ£S .IRACIORE _IN_ _£_£NI£EERL£££l_______ — —
802 4,168 62 657 362 399 1,480 1.0 594 2.49
822 3,000 0 395 271 390 1,056 0.9 541 1.95
848 13,107 214 364 87 927 1,592 0.9 188 8.47
862 13,000 0 66 148 1064 1,278 1.8 176 7.26
827 1,621 43 453 62 198 756 1.3 104 7.24
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FACTORS FROM 162 TRACTOR ENTERPRISES
25 COST ACCOUNT FARMS, 1978
(ARRANGED BY HOURS OF USE PER TRACTOR)
----- ANNUAL_£Q£I_££R_IRA£IQB____ GL OF HR OF AVG
VALUE REPAIRS FUEL USE COST /
FARM PFR AND ALL TOTAL PER PER HR OF
_NQ-- ISACICB— D££E££— LABOR— FjJ£J QId££ ££SI d2UE IEAQIQE U££ 
$ $ $ $ $ $ GL HR $
£BAWL£B _IE A £IQ R £ ____ 5. _ IE A £IQ ££_ .IN_.
830 9 , 0 0 0 0 2 , 4 1 7 215
822 2 , 1 5 0 700 870 81
827 1 1 , 6 0 0 0 196 290
146 6 5 0 100 50 7 4 4
821 4 , 7 5 0 500 889 148
-£NI£££Sl£££i.
815 3,447 1.3 312 11.05
395 2,046 1.8 90 22.73
241 727 8.3 80 9.09
80 731 1.3 63 11.60
3 72 1,909 4.9 60 31.82
1228_AY£EAG£Sr.^£IGbI£a_£Y_NUM£R_0F_IRAClQES_££E„£MI£££BI££l
CLASS 2 717 6 256 141 106 509 1.5 200 2.55
CLASS 3 2,388 51 704 331 280 1,366 1.6 40 5 3.37
CLASS 4 4,460 165 771 394 425 1,755 1.8 433 4.05
CLASS 5 7,567 300 999 637 727 2,663 2.2 576 4.62
CLASS 6 8,396 287 912 809 787 2,795 2.5 646 4.33
CLASS 712,933 333 1 ,494 996 1221 4,044 3.3 643 6.29
CLASS 818,288 645 1 ,681 1,508 1598 5,432 4.3 695 7.82
CLASS 1029,940 2,880 1 ,346 1,987 2543 8,756 5.9 706 12.40
B'HOE 12,070 955 1 ,996 551 1069 4,571 2.5 456 10.03
SKIDSTR 4,956 583 913 284 451 2,231 1.1 499 4.47
FRKLIFT 4,098 56 509 208 386 1 ,159 1.1 347 3.34
CRAWLER 5,968 245 932 163 373 1,713 2.9 119 14.43
ANNyAL_AYG£zALL-£lA££_lzlQ-LEA£IQE_£NIE.L_W£IGdI£a_EY_NC^Q£_IEA£IGE3l
1978 5,724 237 80 5 527 552 2, 121 2.3 456 4.65
1977 4,348 165 729 479 424 1,797 2.2 445 4.041976 3,712 170 668 396 364 1,598 2.1 434 3.68
1975 2,948 169 546 306 278 1,299 1.8 399 3.251974 2,721 161 45 9 303 279 1,202 1.9 416 2.89
NOTE: SEE NEXT PAGE FOR DEFINITION OF CLASSES
Class groups based on PTO HP include the same size tractors formerly
designated by "plow rating” based on DB HP.
Hours of use per tractor indicates actual hours of use - not tachometer 
hours.
AVERAGE COST FER TRACTOR
25 COST ACCOUNT FARMS 1978
ITEM
TWO THREE FOUR
. H P . C U S S  * 
FIVE SIX SEVEN EIGHT TEN
NO. OF TRACTORS 24 53 39 12 19 12 5 5
VALUE / TRACi $ 717 2,388 4,460 7, 567 8,396 12,933 18,288 29,9^0
HRS USE / TRAC 200 405 433 576 646 643 695 706
GAL FUEL / H R 1.5 1.6 1.8 2.2 2.5 3.3 4.3 5.9
COST / HOUR, $ 2.55 3.37 4.05 4.62 4.33 6.29 7.82 12*1*0
CflSIS $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
DEPRECIATION 6 51 165 300 287 333 645 2,880
REPAIRS, MAINT 166 529 626 873 703 982 1,012 851+
FARM LABOR 90 175 146 126 209 511 669 492
FUEL 141 331 394 637 809 9 96 1,508 1,987
OIL, GREASE, ANTI 20 42 55 73 97 145 114 142
INSURANCE 5 15 26 48 54 79 131 191
INTEREST 50 156 289 527 5 82 891 1,275 2,084
BUILDING USE 27 48 41 60 40 68 54 48
ALL OTHER 4 19 13 19 14 39 24 78
TOTAL COST 509 1,366 1,755 2,663 2,795 4,0 44 5,432 8,756
HP CLASS PTO HP RANGE
ONE 1 0 - 1 9
TWO 20 - 34
THREE 35 - 49
FOUR 5 0 - 6 4
FIVE 65 - 89
SIX 90 -114
SEVEN 115 -134
E IGHT OVER 134, EXCL TRUE 4 WHEEL DRIVE TRACTORS
TEN ALL TRUE 4 WHEEL DRIVE TRACTORS
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FACTORS FROM 66 TRUCK ENTERPRISES
24 COST ACCOUNT FARMS? 1978
(ARRANGED BY TOTAL COST PER TRUCK)
AVG _______ ANNUAL- LQai_R£P -IRUGfl- Ml / MI OF AVG
VALUE REPAIRS GAL USE COST /
FARM PER AND ALL TOTAL OF PER MI OF
- N Q „ — IRUCK__ -QEEREC — LA&q e __EUE1___OXtlER__ .EU£L_— IRUGIS-__USE__
$ $ $ $ $ $ MI MI C
SMALL _IRUCKSz_ _54_IEULKS_LN_ -31-ENIEEERUES l __
832 2, 53 7 1,346 1,109 1,086 595 4,136 10 17,167 24.1
843 3,550 1,000 1,161 778 245 3,184 13 16,000 19.9
112 1,700 200 774 1, 189 400 2,563 * a &
802 2,525 650 799 446 375 2,270 10 7, 167 31.7
105 4,400 400 682 629 545 2,256 8 7,560 29.8
828 3,300 600 421 665 439 2,125 8 8,339 25.5
146 5,918 796 110 413 801 2,120 9 6,125 34.6
802 5, 132 26 5 150 1, 148 519 2,082 13 25,000 8.3
105 1,550 100 1,069 539 312 2,020 10 8,517 23. 7
802 825 944 482 404 178 2,008 12 8,254 24.3
108 1,750 500 353 574 33 5 1,762 14 12,000 14.7
812 3,200 400 594 402 366 1,762 14 9,044 19.5
827 1,240 165 766 562 224 1,717 9 8,759 19. 6
812 4,753 631 116 473 495 1,715 12 9,125 18.8
806 1,500 0 1,049 299 313 1,661 11 5,690 29.2
848 2,951 491 377 336 312 1,516 8 4,246 35.7
840 750 500 562 196 227 1,485 14 4,249 34.9
834 1,550 100 533 570 229 1,432 10 9,300 15.4
812 2,625 250 445 413 312 1,420 10 6,785 20.9
824 1,96 8 145 532 436 306 1,419 8 5,249 27.0
821 1,150 300 387 310 406 1,40 3 11 5,367 26.1
858 1,700 200 301 489 336 1,326 10 7,331 18.1
836 2,450 400 221 327 345 1,293 11 5,775 22.4
802 2, 100 0 568 319 324 1,211 10 5,215 23.2
804 950 100 40 7 240 263 1,010 * &
835 450 100 497 206 201 1,004 10 3,340 30.1
86 2 2,200 0 20 4 236 273 713 15 6,000 11.9
108 450 100 27 306 276 709 11 5,578 12.7
802 1,000 0 66 262 262 590 17 7,154 8.2
862 1,228 56 196 103 108 46 3 15 2,606 17.7
802 125 0 223 70 94 387 14 1,614 24.0
MILEAGE UNKNOWN
FACTORS FROM 66 TRUCK ENTERPRISES
24 COST ACCOUNT FARMS, 1978
(ARRANGED BY TOTAL COST PER TRUCK)
AVG ANNUAL COST PFR, IRUEE MI / MI OF AVG
VALUE REPAIRS GAL USE COST /
FARM PER AND ALL TOTAL OF PER MI OF
_NQ___-ISUCK- — DEEBEQ — LABOE — EUEL— QIHEB ____ .£UEL_ __USE__
$ $ $ $ $ $ MI MI t
LARGE..IBUCKSz -35-LNIEE £ R U E £ l _ _
827 12,417 500 4,08 7 3, 208 2,035 9,830 4 19,782 49.7
827 4,992 250 2,53 3 1,178 809 4,770 4 7,609 62.7
822 8,050 101 2,062 1,530 893 4,586 4 9,275 49.4
802 6,429 57 1,256 2,028 831 4,172 7 23,179 18.0
830 2,500 0 3,018 529 551 4,098 “T* *
83 4 5,275 550 1,767 797 473 3,587 4 5,532 64.8
828 3,500 1,000 853 608 770 3,231 5 4,864 66.4
840 10,500 1,000 372 687 1,078 3,137 5 5,317 59.0
830 2,400 800 1,320 561 428 3,109 5 4,345 71.6
848 3, 725 150 1,807 517 545 3,019 5 3,863 78.1
105 2,750 500 1,646 232 422 2,800 5 1,894 147.8
802 6,174 349 1,064 638 676 2,727 7 6, 860 39.8
827 931 280 1,044 375 847 2,546 * * *
834 1,62 5 278 1,159 409 351 2,197 5 3,188 68.9
105 4,250 500 434 605 631 2,170 5 4,251 51.0
802 4,000 0 907 638 510 2,055 6 6,489 31.7
834 2,050 100 96 5 613 362 2,040 6 5,791 35.2
112 2,66 9 483 376 610 481 1,950 * *
824 1,325 50 1 , 156 248 464 1,918 6 2,213 86.7
105 1,400 400 82 6 216 314 1,756 5 1,725 101.8
802 1,850 0 1,152 255 195 1,602 4 1,766 90.7
830 2,000 0 202 680 400 1,282 7 7,548 17.0
130 1,250 500 203 198 339 1,240 10 3,174 39.1
834 1,23 6 471 518 92 100 1,181 * # *
827 750 100 512 292 228 1,132 4 2,216 51.1
821 1,900 200 140 209 457 1,006 8 2,814 35.7
835 3,000 0 290 94 555 939 3 375 250.4
146 650 100 252 197 284 833 7 2,092 39.8
858 2,000 0 286 243 283 812 8 2,984 27.2
862 1,450 100 269 118 325 812 * * *
802 2,000 0 330 102 341 773 7 1,477 52.3
836 1,675 50 266 72 369 757 13 1,536 49.3
112 450 100 321 188 90 699 * ■*r*
862 525 50 445 17 41 553 -l* j£ *
835 500 0 119 101 45 265 O* * *
* MILEAGE UNKNOWN
IT
FACT CPS FROM 66 TRUCK ENTERPRISES
24 COST ACCOUNT FARMS, 1978
(ARRANGED BY TOTAL COST PER TRUCK)
AVG _______ANNUAL_GU£I_EEE_IEUGE_______MI / MI OF AVG
VALUE REPAIRS GAL USE COST /
FARM PER AND ALL TOTAL OF PER > MI OF
_NO___IBUCE__D£EB££„LAfiQE— EL1EJ QlbEB QO£I_EU£] IBULE___USE 
$ $ $ $ $  $ MI MI .it
12IS-AY£EA££S“_N£I££I£Q-BX_NUME£R-.Q£_IRULES-EE£_miEE£ElS£i
SMALL 1,940 300 558 481 302 1,641 9# 7,414* 22.1*
LARGE 3,329 258 1,271 667 624 2,820 4+ 4,385+ 64.3+
ANNUAL-.A-YERAGLBz-ALL-SM-E-L6._IEU£!L-ENIBj.-!w e i g h t e d .fil. LEU&EEl
1978 2, 615 280 90 5 571 458 2,214 6 5,941 37.3
1977 2,503 281 669 537 416 1,903 6 5,813 32.7
1976 2,69 6 267 669 573 442 1,951 7 7,157 27.3
1975 1,908 237 520 499 330 1,586 6 5,743 27.6
1974 1,617 254 505 427 306 1 ,492 6 5,168 28.9
* BASED ON 48 SMALL TRUCKS WITH KNOWN MILEAGE
+ BASED ON 35 LARGE TRUCKS WITH KNOWN MILEAGE
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AVERAGE COST PER TRUCK
24 CCST ACCOUNT FARMS, 1978
ITEM SMALL TRUCKS LARGE TRUCKS
NUMBER OF TRUCKS 54 51
AVG VALUE PER TRUCK 
MILES OF USE PER TRUCK 









COST PER MILE, G 22.1 * 64.3 +
CQSIS $ $
DEPRECIATION 300 258
REPAIRS, MAINTENANCE 443 837
FARM LABOR 115 434
FUEL 481 667
OIL, GREASE, ANTIFREEZE 24 53
LICENSE, ROAD TAXES 20 82
INSURANCE 120 119
INTEREST 118 321
BUILDING USE 14 41
ALL OTHER 6 8
TOTAL CCST FOR YEAR 1,641 2,820
* BASED ON 48 SMALL TFUCKS WITH KNOWN MILEAGE 
+ BASED ON 35 LARGE TRUCKS WITH KNOWN MILEAGE
NOTE i SMALL - TRUCKS RATED AT 1 TON OR LESS - MOSTLY PICK UP TRUCKS 
LARGE - TRUCKS RATED AT OVER 1 TON EXCLUDING TRUCK TRACTORS
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AVERAGE EQUIPMENT COSTS




PURCHASES, I MPR, GAIN 
REPAIRS, MAINT, LABOR 












NET ANNUAL COST $ 40,089
♦INCLUDES INTEREST, INSURANCE , USE OF BLDGS, ETC
EQUIPMENT COSTS AMD INVESTMENTS PEP ACRE 
BY TYPE OF EQUIPMENT, ALL FARMS, 1978
TYPE OF EQUIPMENT COST INVESTMENT PER ACRES OF:
LAND PREPARATION $ 7 $ 14 FIELD, VEG CROPS
FIELD CROP 22 66 FIELD CROPS
VEGETABLE C*CP 46 82 VEGETABLE CROPS
FRUIT CROP 108 225 FRUIT CROPS
EQUIPMENT COSTS AS A PERCENT OF EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT* 
ANNUAL AVERAGES, ALL FARMS
















1978 34 46 33 56 48 41 41
1977 37 46 38 56 49 42 43
1976 35 48 39 54 45 39 42
1975 39 57 40 55 46 34 44
1974 38 59 45 62 52 42 48
* These figures represent the average annual cost of owning and operating equip-
ment expressed as a percent of the average investment in the equipment while 
owned. Average investment - Initial cost + salvage value.
2
For more specific equipment costs see "A Guide for Determining Farm Tractor and 
Equipment Costs", A.E. Ext. 76-7, Dept, of Agricultural Economics, Cornell 
University, Ithaca, New York lL853*
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FACTORS FROM ALL EQUIPMENT ENTERPRISES
27 COST ACCOUNT FARMS, 1978
(ARRANGED BY EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT)
ALJ— EQUIP_E&C£PI_PQ&£R"_ TOTAL PROPORTION CUSTOM
COST INVEST- OF FARM WORK
















— m i _l£i_ EQUIP
POWER ___REUIAL___
AMD EX- RE-
___M£UI__ ___QCSI_„ .C1EUI-.-QQEI._M£UL__£QUIB_.-EQUI£_ EQUIP__££N££,-££I£I£$ $ % $ $ $ * % $ $
82 7 487,213 260,330 53 61 114 851,149 17 29 32,997 3,885833 354,299 149,364 42 54 129 446,698 12 15 37,604 30,95683 4 178,479 89,766 50 67 134 285,602 11 17 10,685 0806 167,915 29,696 18 60 339 218,215 18 23 489 0802 148,136 68,728 46 108 232 246,523 13 22 52,609 8,873824 135,629 42,470 31 68 216 246,510 13 23 384 0848 109,125 46,938 43 59 136 213,025 14 27 13,449 1,922835 80,280 30,145 38 65 172 127,529 13 21 1,562 0832 80,033 37,265 47 142 304 117,432 13 19 15,967 10,100812 76,801 43,637 57 118 208 140,225 7 13 625 21 5828 74,100 20,957 28 64 228 122,574 18 30 4,815 0836 73,364 16,033 22 40 181 120,887 12 19 7,241 1,120830 71,691 22,652 32 43 136 149,740 11 23 4,216 211105 68,069 32,516 48 60 126 113,642 9 16 5,367 16,532821 60,809 28,509 47 80 170 113,244 11 21 0 0840 59, 288 25,245 43 75 176 141,737 11 25 78 390858 48, 848 8,804 18 34 191 75,022 32 50 7,009 0130 48,023 13,854 29 76 262 81,072 9 15 1,754 0862 47, 088 13,074 28 105 377 86,037 16 29 15,457 0108 44,498 11 ,673 26 63 242 52,348 14 16 536 0804 44,446 19,001 43 65 151 71,270 11 17 1,368 150127 42,73 0 7,790 18 43 233 67,579 16 25 260 0112 39, 803 12,056 30 29 94 66,703 16 27 673 809108 32,301 8,207 25 48 189 46,875 16 24 1 ,082 614146 30,406 12,104 40 60 151 41,205 14 20 913 082 2 29,710 25,635 86 143 166 54,185 8 15 4,380 3,699843 26,070 5,955 23 35 154 47, 070 8 14 624 0
* POWER INCLUDES TRACTORS, TRUCKS AND FARM SHARE OF AUTO
** INCLUDES ALL CROPLAND AND BEARING £ NON-BEARING ORCHARDS £ VINEYARDS
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FACTORS FROM ALL EQUIPMENT ENTER PR ISES 
27 COST ACCOUNT FARMS? 1978
ALL_EQUIB-E* *CEPI-£QWEE*- TOTAL PROPORTION CUSTOM
COST INVEST- OF FARM WORK
AS A PEP CROP MENT CAPITAL AND
EQUIP % OF -ACRE.**- IN EQUIP
IN- NET IN- IN- POWER POWER ___RENTAL___
FARM VEST- ANNUAL VEST- VEST- AND AND EX- RE-
_NQ____ MENI— ___CQSI— MENI- -CDSI-MENI- _£flUI£__EQUl£_£flUI£_ -2ENEE-CE1EIE
$ $ % $ $ $ %  % $ $
lSIE_GEQUE_A^ERA5£Ej._iACCGEDINC-IQ _£&UIE-XNYE£IMENIi
THIRDS
HIGH 193,457 83,856 41 76 197 305,854 14 22 18,416 6, 193
MED 64,555 23,579 36 66 186 117,571 13 24 3,456 2,052
LOW 37,450 12,833 35 66 195 59,252 13 21 2,810 586
ANNUAL -AYEBAGES --ALE-EAENE1
1978 98,487 40,089 41 64 158 160,893 13 21 8,228 2,944
1977 86,121 37,184 43 56 129 13 9,2 09 13 21 6,217 2,693
1976 72,458 30,336 42 51 122 117,558 12 20 6,693 2,328
1975 64,398 28,511 44 50 113 105,512 12 20 6,252 3,045
1974 54,169 26,240 48 50 103 86,481 12 19 5,665 3,285
* POWER INCLUDES TRACTORS, TRUCKS AND FARM SHARE OF AUTO
** INCLUDES ALL CROPLAND AND BEARING & NON-BEARING ORCHARDS & VINEYARDS
FACTORS FROM ALL EQUIPMENT ENTERPRISES
27 COST ACCOUNT FARMS, 1978
(ARRANGED BY EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT)
EQUIPMENT COST EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT
PEP ACRE PER ACRE
____Q£_EEIAIEQ_C£Q££___ ____ QE _B£L4I£D_£EQE£___
___IlEE-GE-.£flUI&ttEta___ ___ lYEE-CE- EQULEMEtJI___
FARM LAND FIELDi VEG FRUIT LAND FIELD VEG FRUI1
_NQ__ __E£EB_ .„£EQE_._CEQ£__CBCE__ ___EEE£__ CEG£_ -C.EQE__££££.
$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
827 7 29 47 7 87 77
833 6 6 58 81 12 21 138 173
834 5 27 16 47
806 4 17 11 73
802 118 251
824 P 26 25 86
848 8 17 46 173 25 81 96 274
835 7 27 13 104
83 2 127 268
812 . 10 26 25 49
828 4 22 23 102 14 104 13 239
836 5 11 18 42
830 2 18 14 58
105 10 30 19 53
821 5 27 15 52
840 6 31 17 92
858 5 25 10 59 21 185 32 436
130 4 28 14 94
862 95 328
108 4 24 11 73
804 6 23 18 57
127 4 2 5 23 116
112 4 14 14 54
108 2 23 10 93
146 4 46 5 118
822 203 237
843 2 15 13 68
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FACTORS FROM ALL EQUIPMENT ENTERPRISES 







FARM LAND FIELD VEG FRUIT LAND FIELD VEG FRUIT
_N2___ PEEP_CBQP_£££E_CEDE____EEEE_CEQE__£EQP__£EO£_
$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
12Zfi-GaQUE_AYERAG££i_A£CQEQIU£_IQ_EQUlE-lMEaitl£&LIl
THIRDS
HIGH 5 17 17 55 12 55 3 5 107







33 10 64 63
1978 6 22 46 108 13 66 82 225
1977 5 20 45 98 11 53 80 199
1976 5 19 41 83 10 50 77 186
1975 5 18 40 72 9 44 73 159
197 A 4 18 39 86 7 40 64 165
2h
FRUIT FARMS 25
AVERAGE EQUIPMENT COSTS 




PURCHASES, IMPR, GAIN 
REPAIRS, MAINT, LABOR 













ANNUAL COST $ 35,433
^INCLUDES INTEREST, INSURANCE, USE OF BLDGS, ETC
EQUIPMENT COSTS AND INVESTMENTS PER ACRE 
BY TYPE OF EQUIPMENT, ALL FARMS, 1978
TYPE OF EQUIPMENT COST INVESTMENT PER ACRES OF:
LAND PREPARATION $ 7 $ 20 FIELD, VEG CROPS
FIELD CROP 17 77 FIELD CROPS
VEGETABLE CROP 42 90 VEGETABLE CROPS
FRUIT CROP 128 262 FRUIT CROPS
EQUIPMENT COSTS AS A PERCENT OF EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT 
ANNUAL AVERAGES, ALL FARMS
















1978 32 22 47 49 39 44
1977 25 33 45 46 42 4 l
1976 29 33 34 45 30 4o
1975 44 h i 4o 42 34 41
1971* 45 46 60 50 41 50
2 6
FRUIT FARMS
FACTORS FROM ALL EQUIPMENT ENTERPRISES 
6 COST ACCOUNT FARMS, 1978 
(ARRANGED BY EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT)
ALL_£fiUIP_EXCEPX-PGW£R*_ TOTAL PROPORTION CUSTOM
COST INVEST­ OF FARM WORK
AS A PER CROP MENT CAPITAL AND
EQUIP % OF -ACE£-**_ IN __ItiAI-lSl- EQUIP
IN- NET IN” IN- POWER POWER ___R£NIAL___
FARM VEST- ANNUAL VEST- VEST- AND AND EX- PE-
— CQSI—.MENI--CQSI _M£NI- -EQUIP__ EQUIP - £ S U I E _ _ EENSE-.C E IE IS
$ $ % $ $ $ % % $ $
802 1 4 8 , 1 3 6 6 8 , 7 2 8 46 108 232 2 4 6 , 5 2 3 13 22 52 , 6 0 9 8 , 8 7 3
848 1 0 9 , 1 2 5 4 6 , 9 3 8 43 59 136 2 1 3 , 0 2 5 14 27 13 , 4 4 9 1 , 9 2 2
832 8 0 , 0 3 3 3 7 , 2 6 5 47 142 304 1 1 7 , 4 3 2 13 19 15 , 9 6 7 1 0 , 1 0 0
828 7 4 , 1 0 0 2 0 , 9 5 7 28 64 228 1 2 2 , 5 7 4 18 30 4 , 8 1 5 0
862 4 7 , 0 8 8 1 3 , 0 7 4 28 105 377 8 6 , 0 3 7 16 29 15 , 4 5 7 0
822 2 9 , 7 1 0 2 5 , 6 3 5 86 143 166 5 4 , 1 8 5 8 15 4 , 3 8 0 3 , 6 9 9
12ia_GRQUR_ A V E R A G E S ^ ACCORDING-10 -£QUXP-1NYE£X£!£NII
THIRDS
HIGH 128,631 57,833 45 84 184 229,774 14 25 33,029 5,398
MED 77,067 29,111 38 103 266 120,003 16 25 10,391 5,050
.LOW 38, 399 19,355 57 124 272 70,111 12 22 9,919 1,850
ANNUAL._A¥EEA££S --A L L -.FARMS!
1978 81,365 3 5 ,433 44 91 210 139,963 14 23 1 7 ,7 8 0 ^,099
1977 67,728 27,910 kl 67 163 111,9 0 0 13 21 1 0 , ^i)i 6,403
1976 58,Ul3 23,143 ko 58 lU8 97 ,634 12 21 9 ,^33 1,860
1975 50,830 20,962 kl 55 13k 84,811 12 20 8,73lt 4,449
197k W .859 23,214 50 63 125 77,737 12 20 5 ,5 ^ 2.488
* Power includes tractors, trucks and farm share of auto.
** Includes all cropland and bearing 8c non-bearing orchards & vineyards.
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FRUIT FARMS
FACTORS FROM ALL EQUIPMENT ENTERPRISES 
6 COST ACCOUNT FARMS, 1978 







__ IXEE_GE_EQU1EMENI__  __ IYE£_QL_LQUIEMLNI--
FARM LAND FIELD VEG FRUIT LAND FIELD VEG FRUIT
_NQ___ EEEE- _LEQE_,_CEQP__£EQE— __ EEEE- _LEQE__LRQE--CEDE-
$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
802 118 251
848 8 17 46 173 25 81 96 2 74
832 127 268





HIGH 4 9 23 146 13 41 48 263
MED
LOW
2 11 12 115
149









k2 128 19 77 90 262
1977 5 13 3h 105 22 Lo 76 228
1976 6 1^ 31 8k 19 hi 92 188
1975 6 lk 26 7 6 13 3k 6k 178
1971* 5 18 32 76 11 38 5k 152
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DAIRY FARMS 29
AVERAGE EQUIPMENT COSTS 









- L U 4 2 2
$ 24,856
^INCLUDES INTEREST, INSURANCE, USE OF BLOGS, ETC
EQUIPMENT COSTS AND INVESTMENTS PER ACRE 
BY TYPE OF EQUIPMENT, ALL FARMS, 1978
TYPE OF EQUIPMENT COST INVESTMENT PER ACRES OF:
LAND PREPARATION $ 6 $ 17 FIELD, VEG CROPS
FIELD CROP 24 69 FIELD CROPS
VEGETABLE CROP VEGETABLE CROPS
FRUIT CROP FRUIT CROPS
ALL EQUIPMENT:
INVENTORY DECREASE 
PURCHASES, IMPR, GAIN 
REPAIRS, MAINT, LABOR 
ALL OTHER COSTS * 
TOTAL
INVENTORY INCREASE 
SALES, LOSS, OTHER 
TOTAL
NET ANNUAL COST
EQUIPMENT COSTS AS A PERCENT OF EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT 
ANNUAL AVERAGES, ALL FARMS
TYPE OF EQUIPMENT
LIVE LAND FIELD VEGETABLE FRUIT
STOCK PREPARATION CROP CROP CROP
1978 3^ 3*i 35
1977 35 3h 36
1976 33 3k 36
1975 38 38 38


















FACTORS FROM ALL EQUIPMENT ENTERPRISES
19 COST ACCOUNT FARMS, 1978
{ARRANGED BY EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT)
ALL_EQyiP_EXCEEI-EQW£B7_ TOTAL PROPORTION CUSTOM



























_NQ__— MENI___ „ c q s i „ M E N T — .GCSI_MENI_ -EQU1E_.EQUIP,EQUIE __EENEE._C£1EIS
$ $ % $ $ $ * % $ $
834 178,479 89,766 50 67 134 285,602 11 17 10,685 0
80 6 167,915 29,696 18 60 339 218,215 18 23 489 0
824 135,629 42,470 31 68 216 246,510 13 23 384 0
83 5 80,280 30,145 38 65 172 127,529 13 21 1,562 0
812 76,801 43,637 57 118 208 140,225 7 13 625 215
828 74,100 20,957 28 64 228 122,574 18 30 4,815 0
836 73,364 16,033 22 40 181 120,887 12 19 7,241 1,120
830 71,691 22,652 32 43 136 149,740 11 23 4,216 211
105 68,069 32,516 48 60 126 113,642 9 16 5,367 16,532
821 60,809 28,509 47 80 170 113,244 11 21 0 0
840 59,288 25,245 43 75 176 141,737 11 25 78 390
130 48,023 13,854 29 76 262 81,072 9 15 1,754 0
108 44,498 11,673 26 63 242 52,348 14 16 536 0
80 4 44,446 19,001 43 65 151 71,270 11 17 1 ,368 150
127 42,730 7,790 18 43 233 67,579 16 25 260 0
112 ’ 39, 803 12,056 30 29 94 66,703 16 27 673 809
108 32,301 8,207 25 48 189 46,875 16 24 1,082 614
146 30,406 12,104 40 60 151 41,205 14 20 913 0




HIGH 118,867 42,779 37 74 216 190,109 13 21 3,093 36
MED 60, 820 21,497 35 62 185 110,381 11 19 2,742 2,608




47 162 56,784 14 21 820 262
1978 71,300 24,856 35 62 178 118,633 12 20 2,246 1,055
1977 61,309 21,530 35 56 159 101,102 13 21 2,219 869
1976 50,295 17,421 35 51 147 81,578 12 19 1,918 730
1975 45,863 16,988 37 47 128 75,845 11 18 1,566 1,015
1974 38, 723 14,409 37 42 113 62,761 10 17 1,723 1,503
* POWER INCLUDES TRACTORS, TRUCKS AND FARM SHARE OF AUTO
** INCLUDES ALL CROPLAND AND BEARING £ NGN-BEARING ORCHARDS £ VINEYARDS
DAIRY FARMS
FACTORS FROM ALL EQUIPMENT ENTERPRISES
19 COST ACCOUNT FARMS? 1978
(ARRANGED BY EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT)
EQUIPMENT COST EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT
PER ACRE PER ACRE
____ GE_RELAIEQ-CBQRS — ____ GE -RELALEQ-CRGRE___
___IYEE-CE-EQUIEMENI___ -__ IYRE-QE-EQUIRMENI___
FARM LAND f i e l d  v e g FRUIT LAND FIELD VEG FRUIT
_NCL EREE-.-CRQE--CEDE- -£RQ£___ __RRER__ CRQP__CE.QE__££Q£_
$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
834 5 27 16 47
806 4 17 11 73
824 9 26 . 25 86
835 7 27 13 104
812 10 26 25 49
828 4 22 14 104
836 5 11 18 42
830 2 18 14 58
105 10 30 19 53
821 5 27 15 52
840 6 31 17 92
130 4 28 14 94
108 4 24 11 73
804 6 23 18 57
127 4 25 23 116
112 4 14 14 54
108 2 23 10 93
146 46 5 118




HIGH 7 24 17 77
MED 5 24 15 66
LOW 4 24 14 84
ANNUAL..AVERAGES-.-ALL_EARMEi
1978 6 24 16 69
1977 4 24 13 67
1976 4 22 13 60
1975 4 20 11 52




AVERAGE EQUIPMENT COSTS 




PURCHASES, IMPR, GAIN 
REPAIRS, MAINT, LABOR 













ANNUAL COST $ 11,575
^INCLUDES INTEREST, INSURANCE, USE OF BLDGS, ETC
EQUIPMENT COSTS AND INVESTMENTS PER ACRE 
BY TYPE OF EQUIPMENT, ALL FARMS, 1978
TYPE OF EQUIPMENT COST INVESTMENT PER ACRES OF:
LAND PREPARATION $ 4 $ 14 FIELD, VEG CROPS
FIELD CROP 23 86 FIELD CROPS
VEGETABLE CROP VEGETABLE CROPS
FRUIT CROP FRUIT CROPS
EQUIPMENT COSTS AS A PERCENT OF EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT 














1978 25 29 27 30
1977 25 33 29 33











AVERAGE EQUIPMENT COSTS 
11 COST ACCOUNT FAR MS, 1978
AVERAGE PER FARM
ALL EQUIPMENT:
INVENTORY DECREASE $ 1,863
PURCHASES, IMPR, GAIN 23,449
REPAIRS, MAINT, LABOR 15,786
ALL OTHER COSTS * 
TOTAL
8,999
INVENTORY INCREASE $ 13,566





NET ANNUAL COST $ 34,516
^INCLUDES INTEREST, INSURANCE, USE OF BLDGS, ETC
EQUIPMENT COSTS AND INVESTMENTS PER ACRE 
BY TYPE OF EQUIPMENT, ALL FARMS, 1978
TYPE OF EQUIPMENT COST INVESTMENT PER ACRES OF:
LAND PREPARATION $ 7 $ 18 FIELD, VEG CROPS
FIELD CROP 24 63 FIELD CROPS
VEGETABLE CROP VEGETABLE CROPS
FRUIT CROP FRUIT CROPS
EQUIPMENT COSTS AS A PERCENT OF EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT 
ANNUAL AVERAGES, ALL FARMS














1978 36 35 39 b6 37
1977 38 3b kO 39 38
1976 3b 36 38 3b 36
3U FACTCRS FROM ALL EQUIPMENT ENTERPRISES 
19 COST ACCOUNT FARMS, 1978
(ARRANGED BY EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT)
ALL-EQUIE-EXQEEI.EQWEB*- TOTAL PROPORTION CUSTOM
COST INVEST - OF FARM WORK
AS A PER CROP MENT CAPITAL AND
EQUIP % OF _ACBE_**_ IN __IbAIJLSi- EQUIP
IN- NET IN- IN- POWER POWER ___BENIAL___
FARM VEST- ANNUAL VEST- VEST- AND AND, EX- RE-
_NQ____ MENI__ „ C Q S I — H£NI— COSI_NENI_ _EQU1E_.-EflUlE-EflUlE-_EEN££-CEIEIS
$ $ % $ $ $ % % $ $
8 STANCHION DAIRY HERDS:
828 74,100 20,957 28 64 228
130 48,023 13,854 29 76 262
108 44,498 11,673 26 63 242
127 42,730 7,790 18 43 233
112 39,803 12,056 30 29 94
108 32,301 8,207 25 48 189
146 30, 406 12,104 40 60 151
843 26,070 5,955 23 35 154
ANNUAL-AYEBAGEEz-ALi.-.EABNSl
1978 42, 241 11,575 27 50 184
1977 37, 654 10,489 28 44 158
1976 26,709 8,501 32 43 137
122,574 18 30 4,815 0
81,072 9 15 1,754 0
52,348 14 16 536 0
67,579 16 25 260 0
66,703 16 27 673 809
46,875 16 24 1,082 614
41,205 14 20 913 0
47,070 8 14 624 0
65,678 13 21 1,332 178
58,586 13 20 1,208 210
41,117 13 20 1,216 43
II FREESTALL DAIRY HERDS:
834 178,479 89,766 50 67 134 285 ,602 11 17 10,685 0
806 167,915 29,696 18 60 339 218,215 18 23 489 0
824 135, 629 42,470 31 68 216 246,510 13 23 384 0
835 80,280 30,145 38 65 172 127,529 13 21 1,562 0
812 76,801 43,637 57 118 208 140,225 7 13 625 215
836 73,364 16,033 22 40 181 120,887 12 19 7,241 1,120
830 71,691 22,652 32 43 136 149,740 11 23 4,216 211
105 68, 069 32,516 48 60 126 113,642 9 16 5,367 16,532
821 60,809 28,509 47 80 170 113,244 11 21 0 0
840 59,288 25,245 43 75 176 141,737 11 25 78 390
80 4 44,446 19,001 43 65 151 71,270 11 17 1,368 150
ANNUA!_AYEBAGES--ALL_EAEMSi
1978 92,434 34,515 37 66 177 157,146 11 20 2,910 1 ,693
1977 82,598 31,468 38 61 159 139 ,366 12 21 3,128 1 ,463
1976 69,593 24,719 36 53 150 114,683 12 19 2,492 1 ,293
* POWER INCLUDES TRACTORS, TRUCKS AND FARM SHARE OF AUTO
** INCLUDES ALL CROPLAND AND BEARING £ NON-BEARING ORCHARDS £ VINEYARDS
35
FACTORS FROM ALL EQUIPMENT ENTERPRISES
19 COST ACCOUNT FARMS, 1976
(ARRANGED BY EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT)
EQUIPMENT COST EQUIPMENT INVESTM ENT
PEP. ACRE PEP: ACRE
____ Q E -R E L A IE Q -C E Q E S  — ___ _ G E -R E L A I£ Q -k £ Q £ S ____
„ _ I* P £ -Q E -E Q U I£ M E N I___ ___.IY P  E_Q£ _E.SU L£ M £ N I___
FARM LAND F I E L D  VEG F R U I T LAND F I E L D  VEG F R UI T
JSJG— ___ E B E E__ CED E__ C ED E__CEDE_____ „ P R £ P __£RQ P__ QRQE__£RQ£_
$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
8 STAUCHION DAIRY HERDS:
828 4 22 14 104
130 4 28 , 14 94
108 4 24 11 73
127 4 25 23 116
112 4 14 14 54
108 2 23 10 93
146 4 46 5 118
843 2 15 13 68
ANNUAL_AV£RAG£Sz_ALL_£AR^Sl
1978 4 23 13 86
1977 3 22 10 77
1976 3 20 12 64
11 FREESTALL DAIRY HERDS:
834 5 27 16 47
806 4 17 11 73
824 9 26 25 86
835 7 27 13 104
812 10 26 25 49
836 5 11 18 42
830 2 18 14 58
105 10 30 19 53
821 5 27 15 52
840 6 31 17 92
804 6 23 18 57
ANNUAL._AV£EA£££-._ALL_FARtfSi
1978 6 24 17 63
1977 5 25 14 62
1976 . 5 22 13 58
36
FACTORS FROM REAL ESTATE ENTERPRISES
27 COST ACCOUNT FARMS, 1978
(ARRANGED BY FARM NUMBER)
.ACHES -EUNED - - VALUE COST BLDG
— ORCHARD- VALUE _£EH_.ACHE— _EEB_.ACRE— COST
NON OF BEAR BEAR AS A
FARM CROP BEAR BEAR ALL' LAND AND CROP -ING CROP -ING % OF
_NQ__ -LAND-.— INC-— INC— LAND- -BUILDINGS- — LAND,__QRCtL -LAND,.-URCU— -VALUEAC AC AC AC $ $ $ $ $ %
105 358 531 404,587 399 40 18
108 187 462 176,050 257 25 10
108 78 179 89,350 288 30 13
112 129 209 72,325 244 27 29
127 125 215 130,350 300 27 9
130 125 325 357,561 999 83 12
146 183 330 107,750 304 33 14
802 141 68 246 608,751 1,060 149 14
804 157 277 151,190 299 35 24
806 323 1 668 448,320 235 29 12
812 424 504 438,697 354 44 16
821 162 589 197,953 215 45 17
822 87 1 151 290,218 1,118 120 31
824 708 1,101 509,260 386 40 13
827 2, 763 20 3,308 1,411,400 290 519 34 53 20
828 263 58 4 366 199,369 245 510 25 49 13
830 285 598 233,591 330 42 16
832 151 113 639 468,765 1,112 124 24
833 1,498 741 165 2,934 2,083,436 331 1,028 30 88 25
834 ’ 717 854 719,093 395 36 19
835 378 472 337,500 375 38 12
836 405 561 374,270 449 44 12
840 231 494 208,300 216 23 12
843 188 588 207,500 213 19 11
848 508 49 692 469,600 475 781 42 114 11
858 90 90 43,875 350 31 8
862 64 248 205,726 1,000 101 21
ANNUAL.-AVERAGESz-.ALL.EAEMEi
1978 447 164 70 653 405,362 337 1,006 35 100 17
1977 406 151 87 627 372,161 321 928 32 89 17
1976 393 134 79 591 328,245 297 794 30 90 18
1975 396 130 102 592 303,837 282 727 29 70 17
1974 378 124 117 582 268,887 248 603 29 64 18
DAIRY FARMS AND FRUIT FARMS 
FACTORS FROM REAL ESTATE ENTERPRISES 
25 COST ACCOUNT FARMS? 1978 
(ARRANGED BY' FARM NUMBER)
ALEEE__QNNED_____  VALUE COST BLDG
--DELtiABD- VALUE -PEE-.ALEE__ _EER.-ALEE__ COST
NON OF BEAR BEAR AS A
FARM CROP BEAR BEAR ALL LAND AND CROP -ING CROP -ING % OF
LAND__.rlNL_ -"INL- _LAND_ -EUILQINLS___LANQ_ QELtL -LAND._QELb__ -VALUE
AC AC AC AC $ $ $ 4 $ %
6 FRUIT FARMS:
802 141 68 246 608,751 1,060 149 14
822 87 1 151 290,218 1,118 120 31
828 263 58 4 366 199,369 245 510 25 49 13
832 151 113 639 468,765 1, 112 124 24
848 508 49 692 469,600 475 781 42 114 11
862 6 4 248 205,726 1,000 101 21
ANNUAL -AVEEASES- -ALL-EAEMSi
1978 386 92 47 390 373,738 397 993 36 118 16
1977 283 89 45 382 343,462 377 929 34 101 16
1976 296 93 34 372 300,008 318 766 31 93 16
1975 284 99 40 369 278,594 302 729 28 71 16
1974 197 103 51 354 251,534 226 639 26 67 18
19 DAIRY FARMS:
10 5 35 8 531 404,5 87 399 40 18
108 187 462 176,050 257 25 10
108 78 179 89,350 288 30 13
112 129 209 72,325 244 27 29
127 125 215 130,350 3 00 27 9
130 125 325 357,561 999 83 12
146 183 330 107,750 304 33 14
804 157 277 151,190 299 35 24
806 323 668 448,320 235 29 12
812 424 504 438,697 3 54 44 16
821 162 589 197,953 215 45 17
824 708 1,101 509,260 386 40 13
828 263 58 4 366 199,369 245 510 25 49 13
830 285 598 233,591 330 42 16
834 717 854 719,093 3 95 36 19
835 378 472 337,500 375 38 12
836 405 561 374,270 449 44 12
840 231 494 208,300 216 23 12
843 188 588 207,500 213 19 11
ANNUAL-.AVEEADESr-ALL-FAEMSi
1978 286 58 4 491 282,264 350 510 36 48 15
1977 251 60 4 4 55 246,009 322 500 33 43 15
1976 233 61 2 416 201,957 287 498 30 42 16
1975 249 61 446 203,227 266 498 27 42 15
1974 241 61 439 183,094 237 498 25 43 16
38
FACTORS FROM.LABOR ENTERPRISES 
27 COST ACCOUNT FARMS, 1978 
(ARRANGED BY MAN EQUIVALENTS OF ALL REGULAR LABOR)
EBB-MAN-.ESU1UALEUI
Ef l U i m f B I S TOTAL HQUB.S.-UQEEBQ ANNUAL. BEE -JdLUE_ALL ALL HOURS ALL REG ALL REG REG PART ALLFARM REG FARM PER REG EXCL REG EXCL EXCL TIME FARM-UQ__-LAME-.LABQE-___EAE£__ -LABQB.___Q£E£_— LABQE_.— 0£EE___Q££B- -LAEQB.-LABQPNO NO HR HR HR $ $ $ $ $
827 26.3 36.8 105,000 2,876 2,879 21,757 19,511 6.78 4.08 6.59833 18,1 36.4 102,031 2,793 2,769 14,695 14,048 5.07 3.36 5.06834 10.2 12.5 40,529 3,336 3,735 18,170 15,596 4.18 3.26 5.09802 7.4 26.7 75,306 2,846 2,795 10,140 10,418 3.73 3.26 4.30105 6.5 7.1 23,616 3,392 3,237 15,040 13,224 4.08 2.72 4.32830 6.0 8.0 24,791 3,195 3,223 13,049 11,586 3.60 3.13 3.87848 5.8 9.0 22,439 2,289 2,209 19,982 13,967 6.32 4.23 7.42806 5.3 5.3 14,867 2, 805 2,521 16,052 10,859 4.31 5.72824 5.1 6.8 19,472 2,894 2,939 13,336 12,223 4.16 3.34 4.30812 5.0 5.6 15,624 2,766 2,901 24,066 17,163 5.92 3.80 8.14821 4.4 4.7 12,262 2,577 2,747 17,087 13,974 5.09 2.93 6.35804 4.0 4.3 11,869 2,761 3,015 16,038 15,520 5.15 3.42 5.64840 ' 3.8 4.1 11,951 2,955 3,143 13,536 11,909 3.79 2.43 4.45836 3.0 3.5 10,024 2,868 0 19,855 0 3.52 6 • 44832 3.0 6.5 16,972 2,344 2,336 17,008 14,312 6.13 4.26 6.04130 3.0 3.1 10,700 3,500 0 10,164 0 2.00 2.89862 3.0 5.7 13,766 2,054 0 11,101 0 3.00 4.45828 2.7 4.2 14,590 3,794 3,718 10,217 9,522 2.56 2.89 3.88835 2.4 4.1 12,760 3,353 3,320 15,594 14,164 4.27 3.03 4.06108 2.0 2.5 6,349 2,471 2,300 10,504 7,644 3.32 1.48 3.64108 2.0 2.0 5,685 2,814 0 12,113 0 4.21 4.30112 2.0 2.7 9,442 3,800 0 13,864 0 2.12 3.3582,2 2.0 4.9 12,349 2,076 0 12,000 0 4.30 4.80146 1.0 3.1 10,187 4,189 0 14,686 0 3.34 3.33843 1.0 1.3 4, 7C1 3,875 0 14,515 0 2.60 3.54858 1.0 1.6 3,978 2,250 0 12,688 0 2.21 4.68127 1.0 1.2 3,870 3,207 0 14,164 0 3.18 4.24
39
FACTORS FROM LABOR ENTERPRISES 
27 COST ACCOUNT FARMS , 1978 
(ARRANGED BY MAN EQUIVALENTS OF ALL REGULAR LABOR)
MAN *
EGUIOLEbllE TOTAL 
ALL ALL HOURS 
FARM . REG FARM PEP
-N fl— _____ EAB.M
NO NO HR
_____ £££_MAN_£QU1Y£LENI______
bUUBS-WQBBED ANNUAI £Q£I±* -£DSI2i.£ER-aQUB-
ALL REG ALL REG REG PART ALL
REG EXCL REG EXCL EXCL TIME FARM
_LAB££ _Q££R__LABOR_QEEB___Q£EE-_LAEQ£_LABQB
HP HR $ $ $ $ $■
12ia-G£CUE_AYERAGESj-AC£flBDlU£-IQ_ilAtt-EQUim£NIJa£.-RE£ULA&_LAfiQas
THIRDS
HIGH 10. 1 16.5 47,561 2,936 2,923 15,802 13,492 4.69 3.42
MED 3.5 4.6 13,084 2, 847 2,977 15,452 13,733 4. 77 3.14





1978 5.1 7.9 22,783 2,914 2,942 16,402 15,249 5.18 3.51 5.18
1977 5.0 7.5 21,532 2,926 2,903 14,058 12,941 4.46 3.03 4.43
1976 4.5 6.9 19,870 2,947 3,038 14,708 13,208 4.35 2.75 4.49
1975 4.9 7.4 20,817 2,806 2,885 12,581 11,310 3.92 2.57 4.01
1974 4.4 6.7 19,229 2,913 2,942 11,750 10,222 3.47 2.51 3.67
* LABOR CLASSES: ALL REGULAR - FULL TIME, YEAR ROUND, PERMANENT WORKERS
INCLUDING OPERATORS
PART TIME - OCCASIONAL, SUMMER AND SEASONAL HELP 
UNPAID - A VALUE HAS BEEN PLACED ON UNPAID HELP
SPECIAL - PIECEWORK HELP
*# INCLUDES ALL'LABOR NON-WAGE COSTS SUCH AS HOUSING, SOC SEC, COMP, ETC,
ko
in
COST OF ALL FARM LABOR 
27 COST ACCOUNT FARMS 1978
GROSS TOTAL COST FOR
LABOR WAGE SCC SEC, BENEFITS, TOTAL HIGH LOW
- — CLASS- - QB. VALUE*--WE-COME-___-DINER____ED£I____ __IHIEQ„__IblRQ
$ $ $ $ $ $
- ANNUAL. c o e i . p e s .m m -EQUIVALENT _
REGULAR:
OPERATORS CNLY 14,357 895 3,156 18,408 23,458 13,888
REG- EXCL OPER 10,775 1,344 3,131 15,250 13,492 10,904
.-CDSI-EEE HQDB
REGULAR:
OPERATORS ONLY 5.01 0.31 1.10 6.42 8.84 4.59
REG- EXCL OPER 3.66 0.46 1.06 5.18 4.69 3.80
PART TIME 3.13 0.34 -0.04 3.51 3.42 2.94
UNPAID FAMILY, ETC 2.61 0.00 0.36 2.97 0.00 2.89
SPECIAL 4.79 0.44 0.56 5.79 5.9 5 4.08
* OPERATOR'S ESTIMATE OF THE COST IF HE HAD HIRED THE WORK. DONE.
AVERAGE LABOR FORCE PER FARM 
27 COST ACCOUNT FARMS, 1978
____ I I E N __________________J d IG tL ia iE f l-
S H E  QRQUP * __—
WE DIU  M _ IH  I  PD___ LQfcLIidlBQ-
ALL
- ____ EARNS,—
NUMBER OF FARMS 9 9 9 27
ALL REGULAR LABOR: 
RANGE 26.3 TO 5.1
NAN EQUIVALENTS 
5.0 TO 2.7 2.4 TO 1.0 26.3 TO 1.0
AVERAGE 10.1 3.5 1.6 5.1
ALL FARM LABOR- AVG 16.5 4.6 2.6 7.9
LABSE-CLASS ____ __„_-NQNTL!£_DE_WQE&-P£EFOaM£Q_.
ALL REGULAR 121 42 19 61
PART TIME 47 6 9 20
UNPAID FAMILY, ETC 0 0 2 1
SPECIAL 31 8 1 13
TOTAL MONTHS 199 56 31 95
SIZE OF FARM IS BASED ON MAN EQUIVALENTS OF ALL REGULAR LABOR
k2
FRUIT FARMS
FACTORS FROM LABOR ENTERPRISES
6 COST ACCOUNT FARMS, 1978
(ARRANGED BY MAN EQUIVALENTS OF ALL REGULAR LABOR)
MAN * _____ EER-MAN- ,£QUIVAL££JI
EQUIVALENTS TOTAL HOURS- NQRREQ ANNUAL-X.QSI** _CCSI**_P£R._H£3UR.
ALL ALL HOURS ALL REG ALL REG REG PART ALL
FARM REG FARM PER REG EXCL REG EXCL EXCL TIME FARM
-NQ_.LABOR-.LABOR___ -EARN__-LABOR- __Q£ER___LARGE__._GEER__ -GEER_-LABOR.-LABORNO NO: HR HR HR $ $ $ $ $
802 7.4 26.7 75,306 2,846 2,795 10,140 10,418 3. 73 3.26 4.30
848 5.8 9.0 22,439 2,289 2,209 19,982 13,967 6.32 4.23 7.42
832 3.0 6.5 16,972 2, 344 2,336 17,008 14,312 6. 13 4.26 6.04
862 3.0 5.7 13,766 2,054 0 11,101 0 3.00 4.45
828 2.7 4.2 14,590 3,794 3,718 10,217 9,522 2.56 2.89 3.88
822 2.0 4.9 12,349 2,076 0 12,000 0 4.30 4.80
1218-.SR DUE-.AVERAGES jl-AQCQRQINO-IO -MAN-EQUIVALENT..Q£_RE£ULAR_LABQRI
THIRDS
HIGH 6.6 17.9 48,873 2,568 2,502 15,061 12,193 5.03 3.75 5.86
MED 3.0 6. 1 15,369 2,199 2,336 14,055 14,312 6.13 3.63 5.25
LOW 2.4 4.6 13,470 2,935 3,718 11,109 9,522 2.56 3.60 4.34
ANNUAL-.AVERAGES.-ALL-EARMS.i-W£ISHI£D_RY-.MAN-EQUIVALENTS!
1978 4.0 9.5 25,904 2,602 2,685 13,733 12,180 4.54 3.55 4.95
1977 3.6 8.8 24,301 2,671 2,754 13,053 11,439 4. 15 2.92 4.21
1976 3.2 7.1 19,225 2,597 2,665 13,359 10,511 3.94 2.95 4.44
1975 3.5 7.0 19,141 2,668 2,817 11,83 9 9,797 3.48 2.81 4.02
1974 3.7 7.1 19,170 2,552 2,591 10,485 8,754 3.38 2.86 3.80
* LABOR CLASSES: ALL REGULAR - FULL TIME, YEAR ROUND, PERMANENT WORKERS
INCLUDING OPERATORS
PART TIME - OCCASIONAL, SUMMER AND SEASONAL HELP 
UNPAID - A VALUE HAS BEEN PLACED ON UNPAID HELP
SPECIAL - PIECEWORK HELP
** INCLUDES ALL LABOR NON-WAGE COSTS SUCH AS HOUSING, SOC SEC, COMP, ETC.
COST OF ALL FAPM LABOR 
6 COST ACCOUNT FARMS 1978
GROSS TOTAL COST FOR
LABOR WAGE SOC SEC, BENEFITS, TOTAL h i g h
-IUiaQ—
LOW
-CLASS- QR-VALUE* _ ___ QIUEE___ _CQSI____ -IHIBQ
$ $ $ $ $ $
. ANNUAL COSI_£ER_MAhl EQUIVALENT
REGULAR:
OPERATORS ONLY 12,373 875 2,012 15,260 20,571 11,700
PEG- EXCL OPER 8,981 1,202 1,997 12,180 12,193 9,522
COST PER HOUR
REGULAR:
OPERATORS ONLY 4.91 0.35 0.80 6.06 8.10 4.35
REG- EXCL OPER 3.34 0.45 0.75 4.54 5.03 2.56
PART TIME 3.14 0.32 0.09 3.55 3.75 3.60
UNPAID FAMI LY, ETC 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SPECIAL 5.05 0.53 0.36 5.94 6.12 8.14
* OPERATOR 'S ESTIMATE CF THE COST IF HE HAD HIRED THE WORK DONE.
** GROUPED ACCORDING TO MAN EQUIVALENTS OF ALL REGULAR LABOR.
AVERAGE LABOR FORCE PER FARM 






NUMBER OF FARMS 2 2 2 6
MAN EQUIVALENTS
ALL REGULAR LABOR: 
RANGE 
AVERAGE
7.4 TO 5.8 
6.6
3.0 TO 3.0 
3.0




ALL FARM LABOR- AVG 17.9 6.1 4.6 9.5
LABOR-CLASS ___________ ^QUIHS_QE_WGM_P£B£ORM£D__________
ALL REGULAR 79 3 6 28 48
PART TIME 70 10 20 34
UNPAID FAMILY, ETC 0 0 0 0
SPECIAL 65 27 7 33
TOTAL MONTHS 214 73 55 115
* SIZE OF FARM IS BASED ON MAN EQUIVALENTS CF ALL REGULAR LABOR
kk
DAIRY FARMS
FACTORS FROM LABOR ENTERPRISES 
19 COST ACCOUNT FARMS, 1978 
(ARRANGED BY MAN EQUIVALENTS OF ALL REGULAR LABOR)
MAN * PER MAN .EQUIVALENT
EQUIVALENTS TOTAL HOURS.-WORKED ANNUAL._CQSI** _CQSI**-RER.-HOUR.
ALL ALL HOURS ALL REG ALL REG REG PART ALL
FARM REG FARM PER REG EXCL REG EXCL EXCL TIME FARM
_NQ_ -LABQB-.LABOR.___HARM__ -LABOR.___QRER-__LABOR-.__QRER__-QREB- -LABOR.-LABOR
NO NO HR HR, HR $ $ $ $ $
834 10.2 12.5 40,529 3,336 3,735 18,170 15,596 4.18 3.26 5.09
105 6.5 7.1 23,616 3,39 2 3,237 15,040 13,224 4.08 2.72 4.32
830 6.0 8.0 24,791 3,195 3,223 13,049 11,586 3.60 3.13 3.87
806 5.3 5.3 14,867 2,805 2,521 16,052 10,859 4.31 5.72
824 5.1 6.8 19,472 2,894 2,9 39 13,336 12,223 4. 16 3.34 4.30
812 5.0 5.6 15,624 2,766 2,901 24,066 17,163 5.92 3.80 8.14
821 4.4 4.7 12,262 2,577 2,74 7 17,087 13,974 5.09 2.93 6.35
804 4.0 4.3 11,869 2,761 3,015 16,038 15,520 5. 15 3.42 5.64
840 3.8 4.1 11,951 2,955 3,142 13,536 11,909 3.79 2.43 4.45
836 3.0 3.5 10,024 2,868 0 19,855 0 3.52 6.44
130 3.0 3.1 10,700 3,500 0 10,164 0 2.00 2.89
828 2.7 4.2 14,590 3,794 3,718 10,217 9,522 2. 56 2.89 3.88
835 2.4 4.1 12,760 3,353 3,320 15,594 14, 164 4.27 3.03 4.06
108 2.0 2.5 6,349 2,471 2,300 10,504 7,644 5 .32 1.48 3 .64
108 2.0 2.0 5,685 2,814 0 12, 113 0 A.21 4.30
112 2.0 2.7 9,442 3,800 0 13,864 0 2.12 3.35
146 1.0 3. 1 10,187 4, 189 0 14,686 0 3.34 3.33
843 1.0 1.3 4,701 3,875 0 14,515 0 2.60 3.54
127 1.0 1.2 3,870 3,207 0 14,164 0 3.18 4.24
ISIS-GROUP-A VERAOEBj:_ACOQRQIN£-.TO_ 
THIRDS
-NAN-EQU K l> tr­ im xz H _OF_RE£ULAR-LABORT
HIGH 6.A 7.6 23,150 3,065 3,093 16,619 13,442 4.38 3.25 5.24
MED 3.3 4.0 12,022 3,115 3,189 14,642 13,018 4. 17 2.89 4.82
LOW 1.5 2.1 6,706 3,393 2,300 13,308 7,644 3.32 2.82 3.73
ANNUAL -AVERASESz-ALL-EARNS*._W£IO HlfB-BY-, MAN-EQUIVALENTS!
1978 3.7 4.5 13,857 3,113 3, 200 15,582 13,695 4.28 3.08 4.74
1977 3.5 4.3 13,387 3,144 3,154 13,230 11,588 3.67 2.82 4.03
1976 3.5 4.4 13,374 3,098 3,251 13,556 11,515 3.54 2.50 4.04
1975 3.8 4.6 13,523 2,988 3,140 12,270 10,442 3.33 2.28 3.84
1974 3. 5 4.3 13,031 3,115 3,112 ,11,580 9,477 3.05 2.33 3 .48
- LABOR CLASSES: ALL REGULAR - FULL TIME, YEAR ROUND, PERMANENT WORKERS
INCLUDING OPERATORS
PART TIME - OCCASIONAL, SUMMER AND SEASONAL HELP 
UNPAID - A VALUE HAS BEEN PLACED ON UNPAID HELP
SPECIAL - PIECEWORK HELP




OF ALL FARM LABOR 
ACCOUNT FARMS 1978
GROSS TOTAL COST FOR
LABOR WAGE SOC SEC, BENEFITS, TOTAL HIGH ## LOW____ CLASS__ q r v a l u e *-.UK-CQMR- -___GItlER___ _OQSI__ -ItiIRD— _IJ±IRQ
$ $ $ $ $ $
. ANNUAL CQSI-RES-MA&I EQUIVALENT
REGULAR:
OPERATORS ONLY 13 ? 697 814 2,979 17,490 21,597 13,784
PEG- EXCL OPER 9,909 1,427 2,359 13,695 13,442 7,644
COST PER HOUR
REGULAR:
OPERATORS ONLY 4*53 0.27 0.98 5.78 8.58 4.12
REG- EXCL CPER 3*10 0.45 0.73 4.28 4.38 3.32
PART TIME 2*73 0.33 0.02 3.08 3.25 2.82
UNPAID FAMI LY? ETC 2.61 0.00 0.36 2.97 0.00 2.83
SPECIAL 6.76 0.87 0.51 8.14 0.00 0.00
* OPERATOR 'S ESTIMATE OF THE COST IF HE HAD HIRED THE WORK DONE.
** GROUPED ACCORDING TO MAN EQUIVALENTS OF ALL REGULAR LABOR.
AVERAGE LABOR FORCE PER FARM 












ALL REGULAR LABOR: 
RANGE 10.2 TO 5.0 4.4 TO 2.4 2 .0 TC 1.0 10.2 TO 1.0
AVERAGE; 6 . 4 3 . 3 1.5 3 . 7
ALL FARM LABOR- AVG 7 . 6 4 . 0 2 . 1 4.5
LABQR.CLASS MONTHS OF fefORK P ERFO RM ED
ALL REGULAR 76 40 18 44
PART TIME 14 5 5 8
UNPAID FAMILY, ETC 0 1 2 1
SPECIAL 0 2 0 1
TOTAL MONTHS 90 48 25 54
* SIZE OF FARM IS BASED ON MAN EQUIVALENTS OF ALL REGULAR. LABOR
k6
ESTIMATED VALUE OF OPERATORS' LABOR AND MANAGEMENT 






Number of farms 19 6
Number of operators 35 12
Hours worked per year 3,025 2,520
Value of labor and management $13,697 $12,373
Housing, farm products, other costs — -3,793 2,887
Total value $17,1+90 $15,260
Cost per hour $5.78 $6.06
On the New York Cost Account farms, the operators estimated the value of 
their labor and management and kept records of the costs of fringe benefits. About 
1+1 percent of the Cost Account farms were incorporated, which permits benefits such 
as Social Security, Workmen's Compensation, medical and retirement plans to be in­
cluded as a business expense for tax purposes. This accounts for most of the "Other 
costs for the operators.
COSTS FOR HIRED PART-TIME AND PIECEWORK LABOR 
New York Cost Account Farms, 1978
Average Cost Per Hour
Dairy Farms Fruit Farms
Item Part-time Part-time Piecework
Number of farms reporting 18 6 5
Hours reported per farm 2,001+ 7,81+0 7,71**t
Gross wage $2.73 $3.ll+ $5.05
Social Security and 
Workmen's Compensation .33 .32 .53
Other benefits .02 .09 .36
Total $3.08 $3.55 $5.9*t
Part-time and piecework labor is hired for seasonal work or to assist the 
regular workers at peak periods. Fruit farms used sizable amounts of such labor.
For all 26 farms reporting part-time help, the average cost per hour was $3*51* with 
fringe benefit costs accounting for about 11 percent of the total. This compares 
with the average cost of $5-18 per hour for regular hired workers where fringe bene­
fits accounted for about 29 percent of the total cost. Fruit piecework employees on 
five farms had the highest cost per hour of $5*9^ *-
LABOR COSTS FOR REGULAR HIRED WORKERS* 
New York Cost Account Farms, 1978
Item









Number of farms reporting 12 k
Number of workers 35 12
Hours worked per year 3,200 2,685
Gross wage $9,909 $3.10 $8,981 $3.3U
Social Security and
.1*5Workmen's Compensation 1,1*27 .1*5 1,202
Other benefits ■.J.,35.9 .73 1,997 .75
Total $13,695 $1*.28 $12,180 $l*.5**
* Excluding operators.
Cost Account farms keep detailed records on all phases of their operations.
This provides a type of detail that is not readily available elsewhere. An ex­
amination of the labor records for 1978 gives an indication of the hours worked 
and labor costs on these "better than average" New York farms. On 12 dairy farms,
35 regular employees worked an average of 3,200 hours for the year or an average 
of 6l hours per week. Four fruit farms had 12 regular employees working an average 
of 2,685 hours per worker or an average of 52 hours per week. Dairy farm workers 
received nearly $10,000 each in wages on the average. Employee benefits totalling 
about $3,700 brought the total labor cost of regular, hired workers on these dairy 
farms to $13,695 for the year or $U.2,8 per hour. Fruit farm workers received about 
$9,000 in wages and with their benefits of $3,200 each, labor costs totalled $12,l80 
for the year or $l*,5l* per hour.
Benefits provided for regular, hired farm employees varied widely from farm to 
farm. The following three tables indicate values and ranges in values for the major 
benefits provided these workers. These figures do not include employer costs of 
Social Security and Workmen’s Compensation. The first table shows average values 
for twelve Cost Account farms providing this information. The other two tables 
separate those twelve farms into groups by type of farm - 9 dairy farms and 3 fruit 
farms.
VALUE OF FRINGE BENEFITS PROVIDED REGULAR HIRED FARM WORKERS 







For workers receiving the benefits 
Average value Range in value 
per month per month
No. No. $
Housing 10 20 162 106-200
Electricity 9 21 1*7 13-90
Fuel 10 19 50 17-7^
Health Insurance 12 28 60 26-8U
Retirement, Life Ins. 3 3 2l* 1*-1*2
Farm products 9 19 2l* 8-82
Other 8 20 31 1-162
b9
VALUE OF FRINGE BENEFITS PROVIDED REGULAR HIRED FARM WORKERS
DAIRY FARMS







For workers receiving the benefit 
Average value Range in value 
per month per month
No. No. $ i
Housing 8 16 167 106-200
Electricity 7 16 1*9 13-90
Fuel 8 15 53 n - j k
Health Insurance 9 21 69 26-8U
Retirement, Life Ins. 2 2 35 28-1*2
Farm products 9 19 2l 8-82
Other 8 20 31 1-162
VALUE OF FRINGE BENEFITS PROVIDED REGULAR HIRED FARM WORKERS
FRUIT FARMS







For workers receiving the benefit 
Average value Range in value 
per month per month
No. No. $ $
Housing 2 b ll*l 138-11*5
Electricity 2 5 bo 39-1*0
Fuel 2 h 36 30-51*
Health Insurance 3 7 38 3l*-l*U
Retirement, Life Ins. 1 1 1+ 1*
